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Do all fore" problem,~.

Show all of your computations.
Prove a]] of your assertions or quote appropriate theorems.

This is a closed book examination.
This is a three hour test.



1. Let ,f~ and g,~ be integrab]e functions for a measure/~ with ,f,~ _~ g,~. Suppose

2. Let f~ - E(Y) denote the mean of a response variable Y. When the response
variable Y is subject to missing, we do not observe all Y1,..., Y. in the sample.
Let D represe~R the missin~ indicator variable which is equal to 1 if Y is observed

and is equal to 0 if Y is missing, and let (Y~, D~),..., (Y~,D,) denote a random
sample of (Y~ D). The complete-case sample mean of t~e observed Y-values is
defined by

Let ~r = E(D) = P(D = ]L) denote the probability Of observing Y so that.
represents the missing proportion of I/. ~;e assume ~r > 0 so that there is positive
probability of observing Y.

(a) Show that ~o is a consistent estimator of ~l = ~(Y D = 1).

(b) Find the asymptotic variance

s in part (b).(c) Find a consistent estimator of a~

(d) Show that ~zl is greater than fz if ~r(~j) = P(D = 1 Y = N) is a strictly
increasing function in ~.

Show that when missing is completely at random, f2o is a consistent esti-
mator of f~. In this case, find the asymptotic variance of f2o and compare
it with the variance of the full-data sample mean ~ -- ~z-~ ~,=~ ~:.
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3. (a) For any two events A,/~ E ~r prove that

2P(AB) _< P(A) + P(B).

(b) For integrable X prove that
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